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TUPLE RECOVERY

Background

[0001] Data can be sent and/or received as a data stream. A data stream can

include a continuous stream of data that can be sent tuple by tuple. A data stream of

tuples can be processed in a particular order.

Brief Description of the Drawings

[0002] Figure 1 is an illustration of an example of a system for tuple recovery

according to the present disclosure.

[0003] Figure 2 is an illustration of an example of a flow chart for tuple

recovery according to the present disclosure.

[0004] Figure 3 is an illustration of an example of a flow chart for tuple

recovery according to the present disclosure.

[0005] Figure 4 is an illustration of an example of a processing resource and

memory resource for tuple recovery according to the present disclosure.

[0006] Figure 5 is a flow chart of an example of a method for tuple recovery

according to the present disclosure.

[0007] Figure 6 is a flow chart of an example of a method for tuple recovery

according to the present disclosure.



Detailed Description

[0008] A data system can include a continuous stream of data (e.g., a

streaming system). An example streaming system can include a distributed

streaming system which can perform parallel processing (e.g., perform processing of

portions of a data stream simultaneously). The sequence and/or order of

communicating the data stream from a particular source to a particular destination

(e.g., the dataflow) can be represented as a graph structure having nodes and

edges. A node can include an electronic device and/or computer readable

instructions that are capable of sending, receiving and/or forwarding a data stream

over a streaming system. In some examples, an electronic device can include a

plurality of nodes.

[0009] The data stream can include a sequence of data events (e.g., tuples).

The tuples can be sent in a particular order from one node to another. Each node

can include a task (e.g., an instance) that receives and sends tuples. A data stream

can include an operation. An operation can include computer readable instructions

to perform a particular function. The execution of an operation can be divided into a

number of intervals (e.g., states). An operation can include multiple tasks running in

parallel to perform a function.

[001 0] The task can monitor the flow of tuples in and out of the task at the

node. A task can be upstream or downstream depending on the flow of the data.

For example, a first task (e.g., an upstream task) can receive a first tuple. The first

task (e.g., upstream task, source task) can process the first tuple and send the first

tuple to a second task (e.g., a downstream task, target task). The second task (e.g.,

downstream task, target task) can then become an upstream task to a third task that

is downstream from the second task. A task can include a cycle wherein each cycle

includes a number of operations. The operations can include receiving a tuple,

processing the received tuple, updating an execution state, and emitting a resulting

tuple to a downstream task.



[001 1] A task can process a tuple in a data stream tuple by tuple. A tuple may

need to be processed by a task once. Tuples can be processed sequentially and a

tuple prior in a sequence may need to be processed by a task before a subsequent

tuple can be sent to the task. A task can save a record of the tuples received and

sent. Some data streams can treat the whole streaming process as a single

operation. This approach can experience the loss of intermediate results if a failure

occurs.

[0012] Some data streams can have a downstream task send an

acknowledgment to an upstream task that a tuple has been received. In such data

streams, a subsequent tuple may not be sent until the acknowledgment is received.

If a first tuple is never received, the second tuple may not be sent. If the

acknowledgment is never received, the second tuple may not be sent. The

acknowledgment approach can create latencies in the data stream.

[0013] In contrast, examples of the present disclosure can include sending a

tuple from an upstream node to a downstream node. The state of a node (e.g., what

tuples have been sent and/or received) can be recorded (e.g., checkpointed) when a

tuple is sent and/or received. Maintaining a record of the last sent and/or received

tuple can allow for a recovery at smaller intervals (e.g., a recovery of intermediate

results without recovery of the whole streaming process) in the case of a node

failure. In addition, the tuple can be sent from an upstream node to a downstream

node without waiting for acknowledgment that a sequentially previous tuple has been

received at the downstream node. For example, a first tuple can be sent from an

upstream node to a downstream node. A second tuple can be sent from the

upstream node to the downstream without the upstream node receiving an

acknowledgment that the first tuple was received at the downstream node.

[0014] The streaming of data can avoid latencies in the system by sending

data without first receiving an acknowledgment to proceed. Since failures are less

frequent, acknowledgments are not necessary for each sent tuple. When a failure

does occur, a process of asking an upstream node to resend a missing tuple can

avoid loss of tuples that were not initially received.

[0015] Figure 1 is an illustration of an example of a system 00 for tuple

recovery according to the present disclosure. The system 00 can include an

upstream task 02 (e.g., an upstream node) sending data (e.g., a tuple) over a data

channel 04 to a downstream task 06 (e.g., a downstream node). A data channel



104 can include a communication link between an upstream node and a downstream

node. The data channel 04 can be used to send tuples from the data stream in

sequential order. The downstream task 106 can include a queue 108 (e.g., a buffer,

a data storage) to store data received from the upstream task 102.

[0016] The downstream task 106 can send a message over a messaging

channel 1 to the upstream task 102. A messaging channel 0 can include a

communication link between an upstream node and a downstream node. The

messaging channel 0 can be used to send a request to resend a tuple, to send an

acknowledgment that a tuple was received, and to resend the requested tuple. The

messaging channel can be used to send a tuple that is out of order based on the

request to resend the tuple. The message can include a request ("ASK") to resend

missing data (e.g., a tuple). The upstream task 102 can resend the requested

missing data over the messaging channel 110 to the downstream task 106. When a

downstream task 06 receives data over a data channel 104 and/or a messaging

channel 110 , the downstream task can send an acknowledgment ("ACK") over the

messaging channel 1 0 indicating the data was received.

[0017] Data sent over a messaging channel 110 can be tracked logically by

using the messaging channel as a virtual channel. A virtual channel can allow a task

to be identified by a task alias (e.g., a task identifier). The task alias can be used in

reasoning, tracking, and communicating the channel information logically.

[0018] The data (e.g., tuples) can be sent from the upstream task 102 to the

downstream task 106 over the data channel 1 4 in a sequential order. For example,

a first tuple can be sent first and a second tuple can be sent second. The data (e.g.,

tuples) can include message identifiers. The message identifiers can include

sequence information. The sequence information can indicate an order of the data

(e.g., the tuples). For example, a first message identifier associated with a first tuple

can indicate that the first tuple should be sent first and/or processed first. In addition,

a second message identifier associated with a second tuple can indicate that the

second tuple should be sent second and/or processed second.

[0019] A sequence of data (e.g., tuples) can indicate missing data when data

is out of sequence. For example, a sequentially first tuple can be sent from an

upstream task 102 (e.g., associated with an upstream node) to a downstream task

106 (e.g., associated with a downstream node). In some examples, a task can be

associated with a node. In some examples, a number of tasks can be associated



with a node. A sequentially third tuple can be sent from the upstream task 102 to the

downstream task 106. If the downstream task 06 did not receive a sequentially

second tuple after the first tuple and before the third tuple, a missing tuple can be

identified. An identified missing tuple can be requested over a messaging channel

1 0 by sending a request from a downstream task to an upstream task to resend the

missing tuple.

[0020] Figure 2 is an illustration of an example of a flow chart 201 for tuple

recovery according to the present disclosure. A flow chart 201 is an example of how

a task can process (e.g., perform an execution loop and/or operation for) a cycle of a

tuple. A task can de-queue tuple input, at 220 (e.g., as illustrated by queue 108 in

Figure 1). A sequential order of the tuple can be checked, at 222. If the tuple is a

duplicate tuple (e g., the information in the received tuple has already been sent in a

previous tuple), the tuple is not processed (e.g., ignored) and an acknowledgment

("ACK") can be sent over a messaging channel (e.g., 10 in Figure 1) to an upstream

task, at 226. The acknowledgment can indicate to an upstream task (e.g., 102 in

Figure 1) that the upstream task can release data associated with the duplicate tuple

from the queue.

[0021] If the tuple sent to a downstream task is out of order 228 (e.g., an

additional tuple should have been sent before the received tuple and is therefore

missing), the downstream task can send a request (an "ASK") and the re-sent tuple

can be processed, at 230. The processing of the re-sent tuple can include going

through the operation of execution (e.g., flowchart 201) by returning (e.g., dotted

arrow) to the first operation of de-queuing the input (e.g., at 220). For a re-sent tuple

or a tuple that was sent in sequential order, an input channel (e.g., the channel that

sent the tuple) can be recorded, at 232. An input channel (e.g., a data channel) can

include the channel that the tuple was received through. The recorded input channel

can allow the downstream task to determine what upstream task the tuple came

from. A sequence number associated with the received tuple can also be recorded,

at 232. A sequence number can include an indication of where in a sequence of

tuples a tuple should be sent and received in a dataflow of tuples. A sequence

identifier associated with the tuple can indicate the sequence number. A sequence

number can indicate where in the dataflow stream a tuple should be sent. For

example, a sequence number can indicate a tuple should be sent third in a flow of

tuples.



[0022] The received tuple can be processed and output data based on the

input tuple can b derived, at 234. Output data can include tuples sent from a task

based on the tuples received. For example, a received tuple can indicate additional

tuples and/or data to send along with the received tuple. The output data can reflect

that indication. The output data can include the same data that was received. An

output channel for the derived output can be determined (e.g., reasoned), at 236. An

output channel can include a channel that the output data is sent through to a further

downstream task. The output channel can be recorded and a sequence number

associated with the derived output, at 238. A state of the task (e.g., current status of

input tuples and output tuples) can be determined at a checkpoint 240. For example,

a state of a task can include a number of tuples that were received and a number of

tuples that are to be sent further downstream. At 242, an acknowledgment that a

received tuple has been processed can be sent to an upstream task. The derived

output can be emitted, at 244. An output tuple (e.g., derived output) can be stored

until an acknowledgment is received indicating the emitted output has been received

(e.g., acknowledged (ACKed)) at a downstream task.

[0023] Figure 3 is an illustration of an example of a flow chart 303 for tuple

recovery according to the present disclosure. The flow chart 303 can be an example

of a process that runs before processing input tuples. A task can perform an

initiating operation that can include initiating a static state, at 350. An initiating

operation can be performed to use a second node when a first node experiences a

failure. A static state can include an indication of how many tuples have been

received, processed, and sent along with input channel and output channel data.

The static state can determine what tuple the task should receive next and what

tuple to send next. A task can check a status of the task, at 352. A status can

include that the node is being used to process tuples as a new task for that node. A

status can include that the node has experienced a failure and is restoring a previous

state of the node. During a first-time initiation, a new dynamic state can be initiated,

at 356. For example, a first node can experience a failure. A second node can be

used to replace the first node. A first time initiation of the second node can include

initiating a new dynamic state for the second node so the second node can process

tuples for the task. The new dynamic state can include setting up the node to

operate a task and process tuples. The task including a new dynamic state can

proceed through an execution loop, at 358 (e.g., the process in Figure 2).



[0024] The process illustrated by the flowchart 303 can be used to recover

from a failure of a task (e.g., a node). If a status check of the task indicates that the

task has recovered from a failure, the process can include recovering a latest

dynamic state, at 362. A latest dynamic state can include a state of the task when

the task failed. The task can recover a latest dynamic state by restoring the latest

state of the task at the time of failure, at 364. The latest state can determine which

tuples to re-emit. The latest output tuples can be re-emitted to a downstream task

(e.g., a target task of the recovered task), at 366. The process can include sending

a request (an "ASK") to an upstream task (e.g., a source task) to resend an input

tuple, at 368. The process can proceed to an execution loop, at 358 (e.g., the

process illustrated in Figure 2).

[0025] Figure 4 is an illustration of an example of a system 405 for tuple

recovery accordirig to the present disclosure. The system 405 can include software,

hardware, firmware, and/or logic to perform a number of functions.

[0026] The system 405 can include any combination of hardware and program

instructions configured to recover a tuple in a data stream. The hardware, for

example can include a processing resource 470, and/or a memory resource 474

(e.g., computer-readable medium (CRM), machine readable medium (MRM),

database, etc.) A processing resource 470, as used herein, can include any number

of processors capable of executing instructions stored by a memory resource 474.

Processing resource 470 may be integrated in a single device or distributed across

devices. The program instructions (e.g., computer-readable instructions (CRI)) can

include instructions stored on the memory resource 474 and executable by the

processing resource 470 to implement a desired function (e.g., determine a plurality

of attributes for a plurality of tuples, etc.).

[0027] The memory resource 474 can be in communication with a processing

resource 470. The memory resource 474 can be in communication with the

processing resource 470 via a communication path 472. The communication path

472 can be local or remote to a machine (e.g., a computing device) associated with

the processing resource 470. Examples of a local communication path 472 can

include an electronic bus internal to a machine (e.g., a computing device) where the

memory resource 474 is one of volatile, non-volatile, fixed, and/or removable storage

medium in communication with the processing resource 470 via the electronic bus.



[0028] The communication path 472 can be such that the memory resource

474 is remote from the processing resource (e.g., 470), such as in a network

connection between the memory resource 474 and the processing resource (e.g.,

470). That is, the communication path 472 can be a network connection. Examples

of such a network connection can include a local area network (LAN), wide area

network (WAN), personal area network (PAN), and the Internet, among others. In

such examples, the memory resource 474 can be associated with a first computing

device and the processing resource 470 can be associated with a second computing

device (e.g., a Java® server).

[0029] A memory resource 474, as used herein, can include any number of

memory components capable of storing instructions that can be executed by

processing resource 470. Such memory resource 474 can be a non-transitory CRM.

Memory resource 474 may be integrated in a single device or distributed across

devices. Further, memory resource 474 may be fully or partially integrated in the

same device as processing resource 470 or it may be separate but accessible to that

device and processing resource 470. Thus, it is noted that the system 405 may be

implemented on a user and/or a client device, on a server device and/or a collection

of server devices, and/or on a combination of the user device and the server device

and/or devices.

[0030] The processing resource 470 can be in communication 472 with a

memory resource 474 storing a set of CRI executable by the processing resource

470, as described herein. The CRI can also be stored in remote memory managed

by a server and represent an installation package that can be downloaded, installed,

and executed. The system 405 can include memory resource 474, and the

processing resource 470 can be coupled to the memory resource 474.

[0031] Processing resource 470 can execute CRI that can be stored on an

internal or external memory resource 474. The processing resource 470 can

execute CRI to perform various functions, including the functions described with

respect to Figures 1-3, and 5-6. For example, the processing resource 470 can

execute CRI to send a request to resend a tuple.

[0032] The CRI can include a number of modules 476, 478, 480. The number

of modules 476, 478, 480 can include CRI that when executed by the processing

resource 470 can perform a number of functions. In a number of examples, the

number of modules 476, 478, 480 can include logic. As used herein, "logic" is an



alternative or additional processing resource to execute the actions and/or functions,

etc., described herein, which includes hardware (e.g., various forms of transistor

logic, application specific integrated circuits (ASICs), etc.), as opposed to computer

executable instructions (e.g., software, firmware, etc.) stored in memory and

executable by a processor.

[0033] The number of modules 476, 478, 480 can be sub-modules of other

modules. For example, the receiving module 476 and the determining module 478

can be sub-modules and/or contained within the same computing device. In another

example, the number of modules 476, 478, 480 can comprise individual modules at

separate and distinct locations (e.g., CRM, etc.).

[0034] An receiving module 476 can include CRI that when executed by the

processing resource 470 can provide a number of receiving functions. The receiving

module 476 can receive a first tuple and a second tuple at a downstream node.

[0035] A determining module 478 can include CR! that when executed by the

processing resource 470 can perform a number of determining functions. The

determining module 478 can determine a third tuple was not received that should

have been received after the first tuple and before the second tuple. The

determining module 478 can determine the third tuple should have been received

based on sequence identifiers associated with the first and second tuples, for

example.

[0036] A sending module 480 can include CRI that when executed by the

processing resource 470 can perform a number of sending functions. The sending

module 480 can send a request over a messaging channel (e.g., as illustrated by

1 0 in Figure 1) to resend a missing tuple. The messaging channel can be a

different channel than a data channel (e.g., 104 in Figure 1). For instance, the

messaging channel can send acknowledgments that a tuple was received. The

messaging channel can send requests to resend a tuple that is missing. The

messaging channel can send the missing tuple in response to a request to resend

the missing tuple.

[0037] A memory resource 474, as used herein, can include volatile and/or

non-volatile memory. Volatile memory can include memory that depends upon

power to store information, such as various types of dynamic random access

memory (DRAM), among others. Non-volatile memory can include memory that

does not depend upon power to store information.



[0038] The memory resource 474 can be integral, or communicatively

coupled, to a computing device, in a wired and/or a wireless manner. For example,

the memory resource 474 can be an interna! memory, a portable memory, a portable

disk, or a memory associated with another computing resource (e.g., enabling CRIs

to be transferred and/or executed across a network such as the Internet).

[0039] For example, a processing resource 470 can be in communication with

a memory resource 474, wherein the memory resource 474 includes a set of

instructions and wherein the processing resource 470 is designed to carry out the set

of instructions.

[0040] Figure 5 is a flow chart illustrating an example of a method 507 for

tuple recovery according to the present disclosure. At 582, the method can include

sending a first tuple from an upstream node. The first tuple can be a sequentially

first tuple. That is, the first tuple can be sent first in an order of tuples.

[0041] At 584, the method 507 can include sending a second tuple from the

upstream node without receiving an acknowledgment for the first tuple. The second

tuple can be a sequentially third tuple. That is, the second tuple should be sent third

in an order of tuples. If the second tuple is sent after the first tuple, the third tuple

(e.g., a tuple that should be sent second) can be missing. The third tuple can be lost

while sending the tuples from an upstream node to a downstream node. The third

tuple can be lost due to a failure of the downstream node. For example, a first tuple

can be sent to the downstream node. The downstream node can experience a

failure while the upstream node is sending a sequentially second tuple. The

downstream node can receive a sequentially third tuple after the first tuple and can

be missing the sequentially second tuple.

[0042] At 586, the method 507 can include receiving a request to resend a

tuple for recovering a downstream node. The request to resend a tuple can include

sending a request over a messaging channel.

[0043] Figure 6 is a flow chart illustrating an example of a method 609

according to the present disclosure. At 688, the method 609 can include sending a

first tuple from an upstream node. The first tuple can be a sequentially first tuple.

That is, the first tuple can be sent first in an order of tuples. At 690, the method 609

can include sending a second tuple from the upstream node without receiving an

acknowledgment for the first tuple.



[0044] At 692, the method 609 can include receiving a request using a

messaging channel to resend a tuple for a recovering downstream node. The

messaging channel can transfer a request to resend a tuple from a downstream

node to an upstream node. The messaging channel can transfer an

acknowledgment that indicates a downstream node received a sent tuple from an

upstream node.

[0045] At 694, the method 609 can include identifying a sequence of the

tuples sent from the upstream node using sequence identifiers. The sequence

identifiers can be recorded during an execution loop (e.g., as illustrated by flow chart

201 in Figure 2). The sequence number associated with the sequence identifier can

be recorded when the tuple input is received (e.g., 232 of Figure 2). The sequence

number associated with the sequence identifier can be recorded when the tuple

output is sent (e.g., 238 in Figure 2).

[0046] At 696, the method 609 can include performing a checkpoint to record

a state of a task, wherein the task comprises a number of tuples. The checkpoint

can consist of a list of objects (e.g., a list of inputs, outputs, etc.). When a check-in is

performed, the list is serialized into a byte-array to write to a binary file. When a

check-out is performed, the byte-array obtained from reading the file is de-serialized

to the list of objects representing the state.

[0047] At 698, the method 609 can include emptying a tuple from a buffer

when an acknowledgment associated with the tuple is received at the upstream

node. The buffer of an upstream node can store a tuple that has already been sent

to a downstream node. The buffer can store the tuple in case a request is received

at the upstream node to resend the tuple. An acknowledgment that the tuple has

been received at the downstream node can indicate that the upstream node buffer

can empty the buffer of the received tuple.

[0048] in the detailed description of the present disclosure, reference is made

to the accompanying drawings that form a part hereof, and in which is shown by way

of illustration how examples of the disclosure may be practiced. These examples

are described in sufficient detail to enable those of ordinary skill in the art to practice

the examples of this disclosure, and it is to be understood that other examples may

be used and the process, electrical, and/or structural changes may be made without

departing from the scope of the present disclosure.



[0049] The specification examples provide a description of the applications

and use of the system and method of the present disclosure. Since many examples

can be made with out departing from the spirit and scope of the system and method

of the present disclosure, this specification sets forth some of the many possible

example configurations and implementations.



What is claimed:

1. A method for tuple recovery, comprising:

sending a first tuple from an upstream node;

sending a second tuple from the upstream node without receiving an

acknowledgment for the first tuple; and

receiving a request to resend a tuple for a recovering downstream node.

2 . The method of claim 1, comprising identifying a sequence of the tuples sent

from the upstream node using sequence identifiers.

3 . The method of claim 1, wherein receiving the request includes receiving the

request using a messaging channel.

4 . The method of claim 1, comprising performing a checkpoint to record a state

of a task, wherein the task comprises a number of tuples.

5 . The method of claim , comprising emptying a tuple from a buffer when an

acknowledgment associated with the tuple is received at the upstream node.

6 . A system for tuple recovery, the system comprising:

a processing resource;

a memory resource coupled to the processing resource to implement:

a receiving module to receive a first tuple and a second tuple at a

downstream node;

a determining module to determine a third tuple was not received that

should have been received after the first tuple and before the second tuple; and

a sending module to send a request over a messaging channel to

resend the third tuple.

7. The system of claim 6, comprising receiving the third tuple over the

messaging channel.



8 . The system of claim 6 , comprising a checkpointing module to checkpoint a

state of a task comprising sequence information associated with the received first

and second tuples.

9 . The system of claim 6 , comprising an acknowledging module to send an

acknowledgment of a received duplicate tuple of an already received tuple at the

downstream node, wherein the downstream node does not process the duplicate

tuple.

0 . The system of claim 6 , wherein the third tuple was not received due to a

failure of the downstream node.

11. A non-transitory computer-readable medium storing a set of instructions

executable by a processing resource to cause a computer to:

check a status of a recovered downstream node;

restore a state of the recovered downstream node;

send a request over a messaging channel to send a tuple; and

receive the tuple over the messaging channel.

12. The medium of claim , comprising instructions executable by a processing

resource to cause a computer to receive a sequentially second tuple over a data

channel without the downstream node sending an acknowledgment indicating the

downstream node has received a sequentially first tuple.

3 . The medium of claim 11, comprising instructions executable by a processing

resource to cause a computer to emit output tuples.

14. The medium of claim 11, comprising instructions executable by a processing

resource to cause a computer to record a sequence number of the tuple.

15 . The medium of claim , comprising instructions executable by a processing

resource to cause a computer to store data in a buffer associated with sent tuples

until an acknowledgment is received indicating the sent tuples were received.
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